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discworld is a comic fantasy book series written by the
english author terry pratchett set on the discworld a flat
planet balanced on the backs of four elephants which in turn
stand on the back of a giant turtle the discworld is the
fictional setting of terry pratchett s most iconic series all the
discworld novels take place on a flat circular world which sits
on the back of four elephants which stand on the back of a
giant star turtle terry pratchett s renowned discworld series
consists of an impressive 41 novels crafted over 32 year the
discworld itself has evolved into one of the most intricately
detailed and imaginative fantasy realms in literary history
terry pratchett s discworld series comprises of a staggering
41 novels 32 years in the making the discworld itself grew to
become one of the most richly detailed and inventive fantasy
worlds in the history of the written word the discworld is a
series of 40 different novels published from 1983 up to 2013
the novels of this series are based on the comic fantasy
genre and are written by english novelist terry pratchett the
series is set in a fictional world known as discworld pratchett
s earliest discworld novels were written largely to parody
classic sword and sorcery fiction and occasionally science
fiction as the series progressed pratchett dispensed with
parody almost entirely and the discworld series evolved into
straightforward though still comedic satire he grew up to
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become the uk s best selling author of the 1990 s and is
known globally as the creator of the discworld fantasy novels
a series numbering 40 volumes this saturday it will be a year
since alzheimer s stole terry pratchett from the world we
mark the occasion with a beginner s guide to his most
enduring creation the 41 book discworld traditional or a
curated list here s our recommendation for a discworld
reading order based on terry pratchett s huuuuuge series the
discworld is the fictional setting of terry pratchett s most
iconic series all the discworld novels take place on a flat
circular world which sits on the back of four elephants which
stand on the back of a giant star turtle the discworld is the
fictional setting of terry pratchett s most iconic fantasy novel
series although this world may appear completely different
to our own the discworld novels explore a multitude of very
human issues in total there are 41 discworld novels
published over 32 years terry pratchett s epic fantasy series
discworld transports readers into a magical land full of
mystery magic and intrigue the stories take place on a flat
planet carried by four elephants who are standing on the
back of a turtle floating through space terry pratchett the
color of magic a novel of discworld mass market paperback
january 29 2013 by terry pratchett author 4 4 24 667 ratings
discworld is a comedic fantasy book series by terry pratchett
the novels are set on the discworld a flat world balanced on
the backs of four elephants which in turn stand on the back
of a giant turtle great a tuin a war of words and a battle for
the truth in terry pratchett s bestselling discworld series the
denizens of ankh morpork fancy they ve seen just about
everything but then comes the ankh morpork times
struggling scribe william de worde s upper crust newsletter
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turned discworld s first paper of record the terry pratchett
estate announces designing discworld a behind the scenes
look at paul kidby s long creative partnership with terry
pratchett as the official discworld illustrator it will be
published on 7 november 2024 by transworld this article
contains brief biographies for characters from terry pratchett
s discworld series this list consists of human characters for
biographies of noted members of the discworld s ethnic
minorities dwarfs trolls undead etc see the articles for those
races in this first novel in the internationally bestselling
discworld series from legendary new york times bestselling
author sir terry pratchett and the first in the wizards
collection the fate of the discworld depends on the survival
of a naïve and first ever sightseer discworld maps series by
terry pratchett 6 primary works 6 total works see also
discworld companion books the discworld mapp being the
onlie true and mostlie accurate mappe of the fantastyk and
magical dyscworlde by terry pratchett 4 10 2 785 ratings 30
reviews published 1995 6 editions they said it couldn t be
done the discworld is the fictional setting for all of terry
pratchett s discworld fantasy novels it consists of a large disc
complete with edge of the world drop off and consequent
waterfall resting on the backs of four huge elephants which
are standing on the back of an enormous turtle named great
a tuin similar to chukwa or akupara from
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discworld wikipedia May 20 2024 discworld is a comic
fantasy book series written by the english author terry
pratchett set on the discworld a flat planet balanced on the
backs of four elephants which in turn stand on the back of a
giant turtle
discworld sir terry pratchett Apr 19 2024 the discworld is the
fictional setting of terry pratchett s most iconic series all the
discworld novels take place on a flat circular world which sits
on the back of four elephants which stand on the back of a
giant star turtle
the reading order discworld com Mar 18 2024 terry pratchett
s renowned discworld series consists of an impressive 41
novels crafted over 32 year the discworld itself has evolved
into one of the most intricately detailed and imaginative
fantasy realms in literary history
reading order discworld emporium Feb 17 2024 terry
pratchett s discworld series comprises of a staggering 41
novels 32 years in the making the discworld itself grew to
become one of the most richly detailed and inventive fantasy
worlds in the history of the written word
discworld book series in order Jan 16 2024 the discworld is a
series of 40 different novels published from 1983 up to 2013
the novels of this series are based on the comic fantasy
genre and are written by english novelist terry pratchett the
series is set in a fictional world known as discworld
terry pratchett wikipedia Dec 15 2023 pratchett s earliest
discworld novels were written largely to parody classic sword
and sorcery fiction and occasionally science fiction as the
series progressed pratchett dispensed with parody almost
entirely and the discworld series evolved into straightforward
though still comedic satire
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terry pratchett discworld com Nov 14 2023 he grew up to
become the uk s best selling author of the 1990 s and is
known globally as the creator of the discworld fantasy novels
a series numbering 40 volumes
a beginner s guide to terry pratchett s discworld Oct
13 2023 this saturday it will be a year since alzheimer s stole
terry pratchett from the world we mark the occasion with a
beginner s guide to his most enduring creation the 41 book
discworld
your discworld reading order this is how to tackle
pratchett Sep 12 2023 traditional or a curated list here s
our recommendation for a discworld reading order based on
terry pratchett s huuuuuge series
discworld novels archives terry pratchett Aug 11 2023
the discworld is the fictional setting of terry pratchett s most
iconic series all the discworld novels take place on a flat
circular world which sits on the back of four elephants which
stand on the back of a giant star turtle
discworld books reading order sir terry pratchett Jul 10
2023 the discworld is the fictional setting of terry pratchett s
most iconic fantasy novel series although this world may
appear completely different to our own the discworld novels
explore a multitude of very human issues in total there are
41 discworld novels published over 32 years
in what order should you read discworld terry pratchett
books Jun 09 2023 terry pratchett s epic fantasy series
discworld transports readers into a magical land full of
mystery magic and intrigue the stories take place on a flat
planet carried by four elephants who are standing on the
back of a turtle floating through space
the color of magic a novel of discworld amazon com May 08
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2023 terry pratchett the color of magic a novel of discworld
mass market paperback january 29 2013 by terry pratchett
author 4 4 24 667 ratings
discworld wiki fandom Apr 07 2023 discworld is a comedic
fantasy book series by terry pratchett the novels are set on
the discworld a flat world balanced on the backs of four
elephants which in turn stand on the back of a giant turtle
great a tuin
the truth a novel of discworld discworld 25 pratchett
Mar 06 2023 a war of words and a battle for the truth in terry
pratchett s bestselling discworld series the denizens of ankh
morpork fancy they ve seen just about everything but then
comes the ankh morpork times struggling scribe william de
worde s upper crust newsletter turned discworld s first paper
of record
discworld terry pratchett wiki Feb 05 2023 the terry pratchett
estate announces designing discworld a behind the scenes
look at paul kidby s long creative partnership with terry
pratchett as the official discworld illustrator it will be
published on 7 november 2024 by transworld
list of discworld characters wikipedia Jan 04 2023 this
article contains brief biographies for characters from terry
pratchett s discworld series this list consists of human
characters for biographies of noted members of the
discworld s ethnic minorities dwarfs trolls undead etc see the
articles for those races
the color of magic a discworld novel discworld 1 Dec
03 2022 in this first novel in the internationally bestselling
discworld series from legendary new york times bestselling
author sir terry pratchett and the first in the wizards
collection the fate of the discworld depends on the survival
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of a naïve and first ever sightseer
discworld maps series by terry pratchett goodreads
Nov 02 2022 discworld maps series by terry pratchett 6
primary works 6 total works see also discworld companion
books the discworld mapp being the onlie true and mostlie
accurate mappe of the fantastyk and magical dyscworlde by
terry pratchett 4 10 2 785 ratings 30 reviews published 1995
6 editions they said it couldn t be done
discworld world wikipedia Oct 01 2022 the discworld is
the fictional setting for all of terry pratchett s discworld
fantasy novels it consists of a large disc complete with edge
of the world drop off and consequent waterfall resting on the
backs of four huge elephants which are standing on the back
of an enormous turtle named great a tuin similar to chukwa
or akupara from
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